We have undertaken a project to discover new type I1 Cepheids in two large-area sky surveys. However, most of the candidates from the surveys differ from type I1 Cepheids in their amplitude and period distributions and they form a separate, cooler sequence relative to the Cepheids in a temperature-gravity plot. We refer to these objects as "Cepheid-lke" stars. Many e h b i t unstable pulsation which we illustrate with representative light curves.
INTRODUCTION
The large-area photometric sky surveys that have appeared in recent years are an invaluable resource for variable star astronomy. The large numbers of variables, the superb temporal coverage and the accuracy they provide open opporhl~iities to greatly increase the samples of variables of known types as well as to find new types of variables.
Since it can be argued that there should be many more type I1 Cepheids than are known (Wallerstein 2002) , we u~idertook a search to identify new stars of this type. We selected a sample of nearly 500 stars from the variable star lists of Akerlof et al. (2000) , based on data from a small portion of the Northern Sky Variability Survey, and of Pojmanski et al. (2005) , based on the northern portion of the All Sky Automated Survey. Stars were selected on the basis of the periods (1 < P < 100 days) and classifications (periodic, pulsating stars) given in those lists together with the requirement that they be more that 10" from the galactic plane (to ensure that any Cepheids found were type I1 Cepheids).
The NSVS survey lacks color information and the accuracy of the data from both surveys is inadequate for the reliable assessment of light curve shape and scatter. Because of k s and because longer temporal coverage is helpful in determining periods and assessing the long-term behavior of the stars, we obtained new light curves in V and R at Behlen Observatory (Sclulidt et al. 2007 and 2009, hereafter Papcrs I aiid IT, rcspcctivcly) .
About % of stars could be rejected as Cepheids on the basis light curve appearance (obvious detached binaries, constant stars, irregular variables, etc) or revised period leaving a sample of 370 candidates. To remove further non-Cepheids from the sample we plotted the mean <V-R> colors against period; see Fibflre 1. For comparison the slanted parallel lines outline the region in wlich nlost stars fro111 a sanlple of known type I T Cepheids lie (Schmidt et a1. 2004 (Schmidt et a1. , 2005a (Schmidt et a1. , 2005b . It call bc sccii that wliilc tlic poiiits arc scattered widely, a significant fraction, about 213, occupy a relatively narrow, horizontal strip (delineated by the horizontal dashed lines) which partially overlaps the region of the type I1 Cepheids. We shall refer to these stars as "Cepheid-lilte" stars below on the assumption that they are not true type IT Cepheids but are related to them.
In Figure 2 we plot the distributions of the mean amplitudes and periods for the Cepheid-like stars and for the known type I1 Cepheids. Although there is overlap in the amplitude distributions, it is clear that most of the Cepheid-like stars represent a distinct type of variable from the type I1 Cepheids. This conclusion is confirmed by the period distribution which lacks the gap between 3 and 10 days (0.6 < log P < 1.0) that is characteristic of type 11 Cepheids. lag P FIGURE 2. The frequency distributions of the amplitudes (left panels) and periods (right panels) for the Cepheid-like stars (top panels) and known type 11 Cepheids (lower panels).
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS
We have obtained low resolution spectra with the GoldCAM spectrograph on the 2.1 meter telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory for nearly all of the Cepheid-like stars as well as a sample of known Cepheids. These will be used to obtain temperatures, gravities and metallicities. The spectra for about 20% of the stars exhibited strong emission in Ha (as well as in HP or even Hy in a few cases). Such objects are likely to be active binaries and they were removed from the sample. While fewer than half of the spectra have been analyzed, preliminary results are shown in Figure 3 . Gravity is a good proxy for luminosity, so the plot resembles the HR diagram.
We note that all of the known Cepheids lie in a hot sequence extending from log g -3 and TSff -6000' towards the upper right to log g -0.5 and Tefi -4500".
On the other hand, most of the Cepheid-like stars are in a parallel sequence approximately 700' cooler.
While these results are very preliminary and there is no doubt contamination by other types of stars, binaries in particular, we conclude that the spectra confirm the above conjecture that the Cepheid-like stars are related to, but are distinct from, the type I1 Cepheids. Pulsational calculations are needed to identify the mechanism and mode of pulsation.
FIGURE 3. The atinospheric parameters derived froin spectra. Plus signs denote Cepheid-like stars \vhlle squares and triangles represent type I and type I1 Cepheids, respectively.
PULSATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Variations in the periods, mean magnitudes, amplitudes, light curve shapes or a combination of these occur in about 70% of the Cepheid-like stars (see Papers 1 and 11). This is consistent with the suggestion above that these stars may be post-AGB stars (Sasselov 1993) . Sometimes these instabilities occur on short time scales, from cycle to cycle, while in other cases, the variation is relatively stable over a period of months.
Although it is usually difficult to discern patterns in this behavior, some interesting examples are illustrated below. The stars are all referred to by the running numbers employed in Paper 11; Table 1 in that publication identifies them with the standard notation. For the plots below, the observations from the NSVS, ASAS and Behlen Observatory have been separated into groups that span at least an observing season. It can be seen that the light curves of these particular stars are relatively stable over a season or more and the changes in the pulsation occur on a time scale of a few years.
Major Changes in Light Curve Shape
During the Behlen observations, stars A133 and A201 exhibit symmetric, triangular minima with relatively flat maxima (see Figure 4 ). When plotted with twice the period, the minima are difficult to distinguish from eclipses. In fact, if it weren't for the fact that at the earlier epochs the light curves showed little evidence of eclipses, we would have been tempted to reject these stars from our sample. Instead, it seems likely that during the Behlen observations they were simply in a stage where they had light curves of the form designated as type A by and exemplified by AL Lyr and PP Aql.
These stars serve to warn us that there may be other type I1 Cepheids or Cepheid-like stars which have been misclassified as eclipsing stars in the sky surveys. 
Alternation of Cycles
In Figure 5 we show three examples of stars with alternating cycles. In the NSVS data, A074 exhibits two nearly identical maxima and minima over a 4.7 day interval. However, one of the maxima is absent in the Behlen data and the ASAS data show obvious differences in the two minima. A262 exhibits two similar cycles in the second NSVS epoch and the ASAS data. While has no instances where one maximum is absent, there are clearly significant changes in the relative depths of the minima from one epoch to another, particularly in the Behlen data. A002 lacks an epoch where the two short cycles match but there are obvious changes among the maxima and minima of the various epochs. To some degree these light curves are reminiscent of the cycle alternation seen in the RV Tau stars. However, the amplitudes are too small and, except for A002, the periods too short for stars of this type. Additionally, the author is unaware of any instance similar to the apparent disappearance of one maximum in A074 among RV Tau stars.
Cessation of Pulsation
A number of stars may exhibit intervals without significant variability. A good example is A015, shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the earlier data sets show variation with an amplitude of about 0.2 magnitudes, albeit with some changes in light curve shape. However, in the last set of data taken during the second season of observations at Behlen Observatory the star is constant with an rms scatter of 0.02 magnitudes; the pulsation has effectively stopped. While the explanation for this behavior is unclear, it may have the practical effect of causing some variables to be overloolted if the survey catches them during quiescence. 
Future Prospects
With the available photometry it is not possible to examine the detailed behavior of most of our stars. Even for the stars discussed above, our data is insufficient to guide the development of theoretical models for the behavior of these stars. However, it is quite possible that future surveys will provide sufficient temporal coverage to characterize the detailed behavior of these stars and lead to a theoretical understanding of that behavior.
